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THE IDEA OF FRANCHISING is not new. Back in the ’50s, high-
school girls on roller skates were the hallmark of then-new  
franchisor A&W Root Beer, which had already been in  

New retail environment calls for unity

Left and right of Senter 

COMMENTARY

From my perspective, the towers are about to topple, for 
one good and simple reason: credibility. While such things as a 
root-beer float and a cheap polo shirt have had an impact on 
consumers’ senses of value, quality and convenience, they have 
all had the check-and-balance of an address, a home office and 
a manager with skin on his face. Believe it or not, back in the day 
they also answered the phone in person.

The internet, in the final analysis, will be a haven for the 
hucksters of the future. Able to hide anywhere in the universe, 
make undeliverable promises and charge you in cyber securities 
(a topic for another day), everything will be fine until it is not. 
Then you will lose whatever it is you invested, be stuck with 
worthless inventory and find yourself with no recourse or advo-
cate. For a test, try making a consumer complaint to the RCMP or 
the Competition Bureau. They all now have a policy of not telling 
you what happened with your report. “Privacy,” don’tcha know?

One of the problems we see with the history of franchises 
is that the expertise and other value supplied by the mom-and-
pops died. It did not go into hiding. Try finding a corner  
butcher, baker or gas station that can set you up with a tire 
change, a 60-20-20 mix of beef, pork and veal or a hot loaf of 
sourdough in an hour. Sure, such things have returned on some 
level, but they are now “boutique,” which means they cost well 
above the gold standard.

If I am correct, it is important that the floor-covering sector has 
a voice in the potential effects of some local drunk signing up 
with a cyber-franchise as an installer, buying his products at a  
reclaimed freight store and showing up all ready to work.

But we don’t. We don’t have a unified voice across the  
sector to represent us in matters of importance, such as to  
include import/export, currency exchange, labour and environ-
ment, installation standards or unfair competition.

In our defence, Coverings magazine covers all those  
topics and is the industry’s advocate. However, we can only do 
so much unless we can cite the backing of the industry at large 
and approach the federal, provincial and local governments on 
the industry’s behalf. 

Lee Senter, in this issue’s column for the CFCRA on page 
24, is onto an idea. I hope he gets some response. 

Comment at www.coveringscanada.ca

franchise since 1926. Alongside A&W in the ’50s was 
the then-fledgling Holiday Inn, inspired by the 1942 

musical of the that name.
If you look at the history of fran-

chising, there are franchise-like orga-
nizations dating back to the Middle 
Ages, and followed through the 1800s 
with such remaining icons as Coca 
Cola and Singer sewing machines.  
The boom in the practice, however,  
occurred after WWII.

A significant turn occurred in 
the ’60s, when a few entrepreneurs 
decided to amalgamate the franchises, 

leading on the one hand to holding companies with 
many franchised brands — food service, for example 
— and on the other hand to super stores that consol-
idated hardware, textiles, household items, etc. These 
included K-Mart and Walmart.

The general attitude toward the “marts” was 
negative, as they famously put mom-and-pops out of 
business and used cheap imports to do it. Of course, 
talk is cheap and people voted with their dollars. The 
discount stores prevailed.

Then came the so-called box stores, which prob-
ably represented the biggest threat to the established 
floor-covering sector. That encroachment has now 
matured, and we can generally see a sense of dissatis-
faction with DIY flooring systems as people try to save 
money but fall victim to their own lack of knowledge 
about fitting, lack of understanding about adhesives 
and lack of plain-old skill in finishing. A badly done 
transition is yours for life.

Now we face a new trend. I don’t know what we 
should call them. Maybe “interlopers.” These are the in-
ternet sites offering “professional” installation services 
on a franchise-looking platform. Current iterations 
include Takl, Home Advisor and some up-and-comers. 
They have an adjunct sector of such recommenders as 
Angie’s List, and another group of small providers in 
such sites as Craig’s List and Kijiji.

Kerry Knudsen
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THE WORLD OF INTERIOR DESIGN stretches far beyond the 
aesthetics of a well-appointed room. There is so much for the 
architect and design (A&D) community to stay on top of, from 

new flooring and lighting technologies to safety and 
other regulatory issues. 

A&D professionals have an added incentive to 
the ongoing pursuit of continuing education, too — 
maintaining credentials to practise in their respective 
jurisdictions. Every year, architects, interior designers 
and interior decorators must accumulate CEUs  
(continuing education units) to remain active in their 
professions. 

Administering CEUs for Canadian and U.S. inter-

ior designers is the Toronto, Ont.-based Interior Design  
Continuing Education Council (IDCEC). According to Brynell 
D’Mello, IDCEC executive director, the Interior Designers of  
Canada (IDC) was recently joined by the Decorators & Designers 
Association of Canada (DDA) — both based in Toronto — under 
the council’s umbrella. 

IDCEC-approved CEUs presented by an authorized provid-
er must be non-commercial in nature. The providers are often 
manufacturers that make their presentations in a showroom of a 
retail outlet, or at trade shows and conferences, as well as online. 
The presentations must be scrutinized by an IDCEC expert panel 
before approval — there can be some back-and-forth before this 
happens, according to D’Mello. Once approved and a fee is paid, 

EXTRA CREDIT
Continuing education  

keeps design pros sharp
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a registered IDCEC course from a provider has to be re- 
submitted every two years to ensure content still meets the 
council’s guidelines.

Typically, a CEU is one hour in length and can be acquired 
at a “lunch and learn,” says Darrin Kostka, Canadian regional 
manager, Godfrey Hirst Carpets, of Markham, Ont. Kostka has 
been presenting CEUs on woolen carpets for many years to the 
A&D community. “We’re not there to talk about Godfrey Hirst,” he 
says. “It has to be just the generic wool fibre educational course 
presentation.”

Lana McIver, vice chair and chair of  
education, DDA Canada, as well as 
president of Nanaimo, 
B.C.-based 

Interior Design Group, explains “having continuing education 
courses that have been pre-approved by IDCEC was a way to 
streamline our certification policies. So, in late 2015 we mandat-
ed within our association that every member would have to take 
a minimum of continuing education units over one year.”

All renewing accredited members of the DDA were re-
quired to provide to IDCEC a transcript showing their continuing 
education units. “This equals five hours of time per year where 
each member would continue to learn, evolve with the industry,” 
says McIver. 

IDCEC has a menu of courses broken down into various cat-
egories and interests that DDA and IDC members can choose 
from to continue their professional development. “There is a 
really broad spectrum,” says McIver, “and it basically comes down 
to health, safety and welfare courses, or it could be just an area 
of interest. It could also be new products that are out there for 
roofing or exterior products — flooring is a big thing.

“This is why we at DDA have done multi-CEU days, where 
as the education chair I am always looking for providers that are 
recognized by IDCEC and have a course or program that they 
could present.” The format of a multi-CEU day often involves 
three or four presenters live on premises, in conjunction with a 
national webcast to members. 

The DDA presented in this format last October from Cam-
bria’s Toronto showroom, with presenters from Benjamin Moore, 
Lutron and Cambria. “There were 35 in the showroom and 55 
joined the webcast,” says McIver. “Everybody that joined into the 
event, whether it was by webcast or live, received three CEUs. 

“Everybody who attends this wants to walk away with at 
least one or two things they have learned to make it feel worth-
while. A sales pitch just makes people’s eyes glaze over.”

D’Mello acknowledges that more and more CEUs are avail-
able online but feels there are limitations to that approach. “A 
lot of interior designers are creative people, so they like to touch 
and feel the product and experience what the product brings. 
We still have a majority of in-class courses because the manufac-
turers and the dealers actually like the face-to-face contact.”

The Royal Architectural Institute of Canada (RAIC) is not  
affiliated with IDCEC, but architects in Canada are required to  
acquire similar continuing education credits. Don Ardiel, direc-
tor, Practise/Support director, Syllabus, RAIC in Ottawa, Ont., says 
that webcasts and other web-delivered curriculum can suffer 
from a lack of engagement by participants. “To have a high  
quality online learning experience for one hour can take up to 
30 hours of preparation by the provider.” 

Ariel encourages providers to do their homework, incor-
porate video and PowerPoint presentations for a better non-lin-
ear interactive experience that mimics face-to-face engagement. 
He also suggests providers connect with professional education-
al designers to maximize the user experience. 

The quality of the learning experience is everything, ac-
cording to Kostka. “I’d been doing presentations for 14 years at 
wine and cheese parties that the dealers would put on, trying to 
access the interior designer or decorator,” he says. “They have re-
ally never worked.” Then his company was approached by a U.K.-
based global organization called The Campaign for Wool that 
includes Prince Charles as patron.

Kostka says that the curriculum provided by the organiza-
tion — that he now provides across Canada — has been a reve-
lation for dealers, too. “Dealers who have been doing this for 30 
years and consider themselves authorities on wool fibre.”

He believes his presentations for CEU credits should be 
engaging for the audience by being interactive. “I open the floor 
up as I’m doing the presentation,” says Kostka. “There is video, 
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and I entertain 
questions and 
provide answers 
during my course 
just to engage  
people.”

McIver and 
DDA Canada are 
keen to get more 
providers on board to 
teach its members, including at trade shows and confer-
ences throughout North America. “From my side of things on the 
education committee, we are looking for providers who would 
be at a show.”

Ardiel notes that architects’ continuing education sched-
ule runs in two-year cycles in most provinces. “The education is 
divided into structured learning and non-structured learning,” 
says Ardiel. “Structured learning is that learning which is offered 
by one of the provincial regulators or the RAIC or another  

 
organization that has established a structured 
educational program. Typically, that program involves the pub-
lication of the learning outcome and numbers of hours that will 
be granted in this. An organization can offer structured learning 
provided they meet the criteria of the province in which the ar-
chitect is registered.” 

Depending on the province, in a typical two-year cycle, an 
architect might expect around 40 hours for structured learn-
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ing and 30 hours for 
unstructured learning, with one hour the 
equivalent of one credit. “People are able to carry forward credits 
from one cycle to the next,” says Ardiel.

Unstructured learning is much broader than structured learn-
ing for RAIC members. “If somebody were to teach, read a book 
or go on a tour, something the individual believes they have 
derived a learning benefit from — they can then claim that as 
an unstructured continued education credit. However, they do 
have to have some form of document as they could be audited.” 

A trip to see a cathedral would be unstructured continu-

ing education, according to Ardiel, as long you had personally 
documented what you did. “There are limits,” he says. “You just 
can’t sit down and read books for the entire time.”

Unlike with the IDCEC, the education provider for archi-
tects in Canada does not actually have to formally become rec-
ognized by one of the provincial regulators. “What is required is 
that the architect submit their continuing education credits to 
the regulators through the regulator’s database or through the 
combined database of the RAIC,” says Ardiel.

To find education providers, Ardiel recommends going to pro-
vincial association websites. For example, the Ontario Associa-
tion of Architects website has a continuing education page for 
education providers, he notes. “It lists all the requirements in or-
der for a vendor or manufacturer to consider offering continuing 
education in the structured mode. There is no charge. 

“A number of years ago if somebody wanted to offer edu-
cation they had to pay many thousands of dollars to the provin-
cial regulator in order to be allowed to deliver continuing educa-
tion to architects. That’s no longer the case.”

Just like interior designers and decorators, “architects as a 
rule tend to be very sensitive to commercial bias,” says Ardiel.

“The best way to put that is market forces. I know if they 
heard that somebody was offering an education session and it 
was going to consist of advertising, they probably just wouldn’t 
show up.” 
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ing consultant. The next phase of the 
sanctuary’s major development project 
includes the erection of a new welcome 
centre, integrated into Mount Royal’s 
topography, as well as landscape work 
on the site and improved lighting, which 
will begin in 2018 and last two years. 
The final stage of the project, covered 
by this architectural contest, is slated to 
start in 2020. The development project 
will require a total investment of nearly 
$80 million, with the Government of 
Canada contributing nearly $22 million, 
and the Government of Québec invest-
ing over $30.8 million. The government 
contributions will come from the Grands 
Projets component of the Fonds Chantier  
Canada-Québec and the Programme 
d’infrastructures Québec-Municipalités. 
The City of Montréal also confirmed a 
$10 million contribution. With the sup-
port of its Foundation, Saint Joseph’s 
Oratory will assume the remaining costs, 
totaling over $17.2 million.

Part victory for Välinge  
infringement suit 
Viken, Sweden-based Välinge has 
prevailed on the majority of the terms 
that the U.S. District Court for the District 
of Delaware construed in its Markman 
ruling in May. As a result, five of the 
patents-in-suit covering key innovations 
in LVT/WPC/SPC flooring continue to be 
asserted against Atlanta, Ga.-based 
Home Depot’s and Norwalk, Conn.-
based Halstead’s unlawful importation 
and sale of infringing products. The 
asserted patents are strong and highly 
relevant for any distributor or retailer in 
today’s market, Valinge says. The Court’s 
decision was in line with Välinge’s view 
on how to construe all terms as claimed 
in the so-called Mannington patents 
with the exception of the feature “not 
susceptible to damage caused by 
moisture” which was deemed not to be 
sufficiently clear. The limited effect of 

Oratory Basilica, Saint Joseph’s 
Oratory of Mount Royal in 

Montreal, Que., has revealed 
the winner of the multidisci-
plinary architectural competi-
tion launched last December. 
The jury chose from the four 
finalists for the project incor-
porating physical, historical 
and spiritual elements into the 
reconfiguration design for the 
inside of the Basilica’s dome 
and the museum spaces, which 
will give access to Montréal’s 
highest vista. The project put 
forward by the following team 
was the winner: Atelier TAG 
and Architecture49, archi-
tects in consortium; SDK et 
associés, structural engineers; 
Stantec Expert-Conseil, elec-
tromechanical engineers; GSM 
Project, visitor experience de-
signers; and, CS Design, light-

Niclas Håkansson

this decision is that 
the Mannington 
patents will not be 
considered at the 
same time as the 
other patents by 
the court when 
assessing the issue 
of infringement in 
this case. Välinge 
strongly disagrees 

with the Court’s construction of this 
term and will appeal the decision. In the 
meantime, Välinge has several other 
pending U.S. patent applications in the 
Mannington patent family with inde-
pendent claims not containing this 
feature. The Mannington patents 
granted in other countries are not 
affected by this decision. Valinge is very 
confident that its efforts to combat 
patent infringement in this case will be 
successful, according to Niclas Håkans-
son, c.e.o, Välinge Innovation.

ICRI announces certification manager
St. Paul, Minn.-based International 
Concrete Repair Institute (ICRI) has 
hired its first full-time certification 

Steven Bruns

manager. Steven 
Bruns, who is a 
former member of 
the ICRI board of 
directors, will serve 
the repair industry 
while helping fulfill 
ICRI’s mission and 
strategic plan. 
Bruns will also 
address the 

growth of ICRI and implement its 
strategic plan for providing certification 
and educational programs, as well as 
work to increase the awareness and 
participation of ICRI certification 
programs.

Saint Joseph’s Oratory 
architectural competition winner 

NEWS

Back row (left to right): Father Claude Grou, 
rector of Saint Joseph’s Oratory, Carlo Car-
bone, jury president, architect and professor 
at UQAM. Front row (left to right): repre-
senting respectively the winning archi-
tect firms in consortium Atelier TAG and 
Architecture49, Manon Asselin and James 
Bridger, accompanied by Quebec Minister 
Hélène David, responsible for Higher Educa-
tion, for the Status of Women and MNA for 
Outremont.
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Braxton-Bragg  
renews Alpha partnership 
Knoxville, Tenn.-based Braxton-Bragg 
and Alpha Professional Tools of Oak-
land, N.J., have reinstated their busi-
ness relationship. Braxton-Bragg will 
now expand its diamond tooling for the 
stone fabrication industry, as well as 
enhancing tools and equipment for the 
tile industry. As of June 1, Braxton-Bragg 
has Alpha products in stock and ready 
to ship. Both companies support the Ca-
nadian market. The previous agreement 
between the companies lapsed nearly a 
decade ago. 

Beaulieu Yarns  
introduces carpet yarns 

Wielsbeke, Belgium-based Beaulieu 
Yarns, a supplier of synthetic polyamide 
and polypropylene yarns, has an-
nounced it now offers sustainable 
versions of all its polyamide (PA6) yarns 
for carpets for residential and commer-
cial use, including automotive. The 
EqoBalance line of yarns follow the 
biomass balance approach, which 
ensures that at the very start of the 
supply chain, natural renewable raw 
materials can partially or even complete-
ly replace fossil resources in the produc-
tion of polymers processed into yarns. By 
choosing these yarns, carpet tufters can 
contribute to a sustainable future 
through less use of fossil resources and 
reduced greenhouse gas emissions, the 
company says. The sustainable yarns 
conform to the TÜV SÜD certification 
standard CMS 71 “Certification of the use 
of renewable resources.”

Perfect ISO score for American Biltrite
American Biltrite in Sherbrooke, Que., 
recently received a perfect score during 
an ISO certification. The company was 
also advised by the designated auditor 
that no other organization that they 

audited achieved perfection in all 
six areas of the audit: Management 
Systems; Continuous Improvement; 
Internal Audits; Operational Control; 
Corrective Actions; and, Resources. 
Based on the performance, American 
Biltrite was designated as a 
“Benchmarking model” – this special 
status is for both ISO 9001 and ISO 
14001 certifications.
Jean-Pierre Benoit, vice president and 
general manager of American Biltrite’s 

Jean-Pierre Benoit

Canadian opera-
tions commented 
that its high level of 
performance was 
due to sound 
management 
systems, continued 
commitment to 
quality manufac-
turing and 
environmental 

responsibility and stewardship. 
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the partnership is to promote and 
expand awareness of the CFI training 
programs within the Fuse membership 
community and the importance of 
using certified installers. Robert Varden, 
vice president, CFI, acknowledged that 
unions do a great job of training, but 
that there a significant number of 
non-union Fuse members that would 
benefit from quality commercial 
installation, training and certification. 
With 100 companies in 170 locations 
across the U.S. and Canada, the Fuse 
Alliance member businesses represent 
approximately $1.7 billion US in sales 
and services.

Swiff-Train promotes Calloway

Shane Calloway

Swiff-Train of 
Houston, Tex., has 
promoted Shane 
Calloway to the 
position of 
president and 
c.e.o. In his new 
capacity, Calloway 
will assume 
responsibilities of 
all key functions of 

the business. Calloway has been in the 
flooring industry for 25 years in multiple 
capacities, including sales, marketing, 
product management and executive 
roles, most recently as vice president of 
sales and marketing at Swiff-Train.

Armstrong presents LVT CEU course 
A new Continuing Education Course 
(CEU) and white paper issued by Arm-
strong Flooring of Lancaster, Penn., 
focuses on luxury vinyl tile (LVT) flooring 
– and details how this product can con-
tribute to the WELL Building Standard, 
the first standard to focus solely on the 
health and wellness of building occu-
pants. Armstrong offers the course as a 
face-to-face presentation for credit to 
staff at architectural and interior design 
firms in major North American and Cana-
dian markets. The CEU is approved by 

Canadian award winner 
at successful NWFA expo

The St. Louis, Mo.-based National 
Wood Flooring Association (NWFA) 
2018 Wood Flooring Expo proved to be 
a success, with record attendance 
numbers exceeding 3,000, says the 
organizer. Information about the 2019 
Wood Flooring Expo, which will be held 
May 1–3 in Fort Worth, Texas, is avail-
able at nwfaexpo.org. 

The NWFA 2018 Wood Floor of 
the Year winners have also been an-
nounced. The awards were developed 
to encourage and recognize innova-
tive craftsmanship and design in wood 
flooring installations. Recipients of the 
2018 Wood Floor of the Year awards 
are: ArtParquet, Khimki, Russia; Acorn 
Hardwood Flooring, Sylmar, Calif.; 
Treadline Construction, Tualatin, Ore.; 
Endurance Floor, West Park, Fla.; WD 
Flooring, Laona, Wisc.; and, BC Hard-
wood Floor Company, Vancouver, B.C.

Installers partner with Fuse Alliance

Robert Varden

Parker, Colo.–
based Fuse 
Alliance, a 
member-owned 
organization 
comprised of 
commercial 
flooring contrac-
tors, and the 
International 
Certified Flooring 

Installers Association (CFI) of Forney, 
Texas, have joined forces. The goal of 

The American Institute of Architects 
(AIA) Continuing Education for 1 LU of 
Health Safety and Welfare (HSW) credit, 
the Interior Design Continuing Educa-
tion Council (IDCEC) for 0.1 CEU and the 
GBCI for 1 CE of WELL-specific credit. 
This is the first WELL specific course that 
Armstrong Flooring has developed that 
has been approved by the Green Busi-
ness Certification Institute. 

Sonya Zook

Armstrong has also 
announced the 
promotion of 
Sonya Zook to vice 
president, Enter-
prise Solutions. 
Zook leads the 
team that manag-
es enterprise 
software, integra-
tion and manufac-

turing systems. She formerly was 
director, Enterprise Applications, and has 
worked for the company for 28 years. 

Interface agrees to  
acquire Nora Systems
Atlanta, Ga.-based Interface, a global 
commercial flooring company, has 
announced it has signed an agreement to 
acquire Nora Systems of Salem, N.H., in a 
stock purchase transaction valued at 
approximately $420 million US. Nora, a 
manufacturer in the rubber flooring 
category, is a privately held company that 
is majority owned by investment firm 
Intermediate Capital Group (ICG). Nora’s 
annual revenues are approximately $280 
million US. Jay Gould, c.e.o. of Interface, 

Jay Gould

said in a statement 
that he believes 
that the acquisition 
will help customers 
who want a single 
flooring solution 
provider that can 
deliver a range of 
options which 
meets their 
requirements in dif-

ferent commercial applications. Interface 
expects to close the transaction during 
the third quarter of 2018, subject to 
regulatory approvals and other custom-
ary closing conditions. 

NEWS
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DESIGN

Top of the world design fellowship

Nordic 2018
In early March of 2018, I flew to Oslo to deliver a paper at a 
symposium at the Metropolitan University there. The planning 
had taken a year and a half, which overlapped with my teaching 

at OCAD University and consequently became the last 
of my commitments to it, contracted before my retire-
ment but delivered after.

It was a pleasure to return to 
Oslo. Visiting a city for the first time is 
extra stimulating, but to return for the 
fifth time provides a welcome sense of 
familiarity. I know my way around the 
airport, the train system and the down-
town city streets. When I learn that my 
hotel is walking distance from the Na-
tional Theatre train stop, I can picture 
it and know that I won’t have to resort 
to maps or GPS. It’s comforting and I 
almost feel like a local.

The symposium was entitled Nordic design in 
a global and regional perspective. The use of the term 
Nordic, which means North, rather than Scandinavian, 
was to include Finland and also used deliberately to 
imply a sly inclusion of Canada, also a North(ern) coun-
try. The dominant premise was that Nordic design has 
been very influential and particularly so in my native 
country. There was a wide variety of academics there, 
from a variety of countries. I was one of them, although 
I am kind of a hybrid, part academic and, to my mind at 
least, mostly a designer.

I’m not a historian or even a proper academic, which 
made me somewhat of an outlier. So what I talked 
about was the kind of designer I am, which is pre-
dominantly Nordic, according to the visual company 
I keep and our common values. I feel I’ve come by it 
honourably.

The community that I grew up in was predomi-
nantly Norwegian, so I can speak about them with 
some familiarity.  My father used to say that they made 
good neighbours: honest, sociable, decent, modest 
and considerate. They mostly minded their own busi-
ness and kept their farms in good order. 

After my design and cabinetmaking studies in Canada, 
long ago, I traveled to Sweden, where I was a private student of 
cabinetmaker Jim Krenov. I also traveled around in Sweden, Fin-
land and Denmark, visiting designers and manufacturers. Those 
were very formative years for me and I think that the lessons that 
I learned then have stayed with me and influenced most of what 
I have subsequently done.

Something that distinguishes Scandinavian (and Finn-
ish) design is a lack of pretention. The desire seems to produce 
goods that will do their utilitarian job but also provide a bit of 
extra pleasure to the task at hand, in a mostly understated way. 
The factors that influence this are all considered and brought 
to bear: colour, material choice, finish, ergonomics, and so on. 
Wood is a common material choice, for its visual and tactile 
warmth. And I’ve used it a lot myself. It’s very adaptable to the 
forms that serve us, both in chairs and bowls, for only two exam-
ples. It will satisfy our eyes as well as our wandering fingers.

Colours and patterns may be bright, but are usually used care-
fully to calm us rather than to excite us. Details are important: 
the joints, seams, fasteners and hardware that comprise them. 
The size of human bodies and their proportions and distortions 
are all taken into account so that function will be not only en-
abled but enhanced.

Nordic design as we know it was mostly developed post-
World War I. It was a version of modernism but a variant that 
was a bit less dogmatic than that of continental Europe. It was 
welcome for its graciousness and friendliness. And it was very in-
fluential. Mid-century (the 20th) design is usually either Scandi-
navian or heavily influenced by it. By the 1970s, though, it began 
to be supplanted by other design leadership, most notably that 
of Italy and some if its more radical theorists, like the Memphis 
group. Perhaps that was as it should be. Change was needed.

But there is a current renewal of interest in those designs 
that were so popular 60 years ago. It’s good to see them again. 
I’m proud to think of myself as not only a neighbour (circum-
polar) to the Nordic countries but to also be accepted as a de-
signer relative. 

Paul Epp is a Professor Emeritus at OCAD University,  
and former chair of its Industrial Design department.

Paul Epp
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LAW

Construction liens offer security to anyone providing labour 
and materials that enhance the value of land and property. Practi-
cally speaking, registering a lien on title to a property will prevent 

the owner of the property from mortgaging, selling, or 
otherwise dealing with the property until the lien is dealt 

with. Ultimately, if a lien is not dealt 
with, the lien claimant can ask a Court 
to Order the sale of land and apply 
the proceeds of sale to pay their debt. 
In this way, the construction lien is a 
“tough as nails” remedy; it protects sup-
pliers by assuring them that an owner 
will be unable to evade payment of le-
gitimate debts owed to those who have 
enhanced the value of the property. 

A couple of recent cases illus-
trate the real-world application of the 

construction lien remedy.
The first case involved a local flooring sup-

plier (who we’ll call “Floor Store”) and a customer 
(who we’ll call “Steve”). Steve initially contacted 
Floor Store and expressed his eagerness to upgrade 
the outdated laminate flooring in his newly pur-
chased townhome. Floor Store’s general manager, 
Paul, and Steve agreed on the scope of work and 
price to supply and install new hardwood flooring. 
Unfortunately, after the installation was complete, 
Steve expressed his dissatisfaction with the work 
and Steve refused to pay the outstanding balance of 
his account. As a gesture of good faith and in an ef-
fort to maintain good customer relations, Floor Store 
offered Steve a slight discount. However, Steve was 
adamant that he would not pay and even aired his 
grievances against Floor Store by posting a negative 
review about the company on its public Facebook 
page. Given Steve’s response, Floor Store retained 
a lawyer to register its lien interest in Steve’s new 
home. After a short trial, which included testimony 
from Paul, Steve, and Steve’s wife, a Judge found 
that Steve’s dissatisfaction with the work was un-
warranted and that Steve ought to have paid Floor 

Store’s account. The Judge found Floor Store to have dealt 
honestly and in good faith and found Paul to be an expert in 
the supply and installation of hardwood flooring. As a result, 
the Judge ordered Steve to pay the entire amount of Floor 
Store’s claim and a substantial portion of Floor Store’s legal 
costs. Floor Store had no trouble collecting the total amount 
of its Judgment against Steve because the threat of a Court 
Ordered sale of Steve’s townhome was enough to compel 
him to pay Floor Store within a week of the Judge’s ruling. 
Steve even removed from the Internet his negative review of 
Floor Store; but the Judge’s reasons for her decision will, of 
course, remain in the public domain forever.

The second case involved a local flooring supplier (who 
we’ll call “Tile Style”). Tile Style retained the services of a gen-
eral contractor (who we’ll call “Renovators”) to remodel and 
upgrade Tile Style’s showroom. These premises were actually 
owned by Tile Style’s landlord (who we’ll call “Property Corp”). 
After several construction delays, a dispute arose between 
Tile Style and Renovators; Tile Style refused to pay Renova-
tors and Renovators eventually registered its lien interest in 
the property. Pursuant to the terms of the lease agreement 
between Property Corp and Tile Style, Tile Style was respon-
sible for “vacating” the lien. To “vacate” the lien, Tile Style was 
required to pay into Court the full amount of the lien and an 
additional 25 percent of the lien amount as security for Reno-
vators legal costs. Although the lien has been “vacated,” Reno-
vators claim is secured by the money that has been paid into 
Court and the case is ongoing. If Tile Style and Renovators are 
unable to resolve their dispute, the Court will eventually adju-
dicate the matter and determine to whom the money that is 
deposited with the Court should be paid. 

In Ontario, there is a set of very strict timelines and techni-
cal rules that govern construction liens and the process for 
“preserving,” “perfecting” and “vacating” a lien. Some of those 
rules are changing in light of recent amendments to the 
Construction Lien Act which, as of July 1, 2018, will become 
known simply as the Construction Act. A comprehensive 
review of the myriad of changes (they include a prompt pay-
ment and adjudication regime and more rigorous account-
ing standards for owners, contractors, and subcontractors ) is 

Joe Figliomeni

A remedy tough as nails

Construction liens
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beyond the scope of this article. However, two amendments 
that affect the timing of lien rights attaching to private prop-
erty (i.e. not municipal or government lands) are worth noting:
A supplier seeking to preserve its right to lien a property must 

register a Claim for Lien with the local land registry office. 
The Claim for Lien includes a description of the services or 
materials supplied, the amount claimed as owing, and a 
legal description of the property to which the lien relates. 
As a result of the most recent legislative amendments, com-
mencing on July 1, 2018, the deadline to register a Claim for 
Lien will be extended from 45 days to 60 days from the date 
of substantial completion of the contract or from the date 
the contract is abandoned or terminated. 

If, after preserving its lien rights, a supplier’s Claim for Lien 
remains unresolved, the supplier must “perfect” the lien by 
asking the Superior Court of Justice to issue a Statement of 
Claim and Certificate of Action, and registering a copy of the 
Certificate of Action with the local land registry office. Com-
mencing on July 1, 2018, the deadline to perfect a lien will 
be extended from 45 to 90 days after the last date that a lien 
could have been preserved. 

Also worth noting are those amendments which grant Judges 
and Masters of the Superior Court the power to refer lien claims 
to Deputy Judges of the Small Claims Court if they fall within the 
monetary jurisdiction (currently $25,000) of that Court. This will 
hopefully reduce the cost to small business owners seeking to 
enforce their lien rights; they can now retain a lawyer to handle 
the registration of claims for lien and certificates of action and 
then represent themselves in the Small Claims Court prosecu-
tion of their lien claim. 

 Contractors and trades who supply labour and ma-
terials to land, should have a working knowledge of their 
rights and obligations under the Construction Act. In light of 
the recent legislative amendments, this is an ideal time for 
those involved in the building and construction industry to 
consult with a lawyer who has experience handling con-
struction lien claims. 

Joe Figliomeni is a commercial litigation lawyer  
at Lawrences Lawyers, Brampton, Ont.
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Coverings, the largest international tile and stone show in 
North America, had over 1,100 exhibitors from all over the 
world and over 45 educational sessions at the Georgia World 

Congress Center with its return to Atlanta, Ga. Nearly 
25,000 industry professionals attended the weeklong 
expo in May, a 20 percent increase from 2013, the last 
time Coverings took place in Atlanta.

According to Taffy Event Strategies, the event 
management company that produces Coverings,  
returning exhibitors noted the excitement on the 
show floor and the myriad of education and net-
working opportunities that took place during the 
show. Exhibitor Florida Tile of Lexington, Ky., said it 
felt the show offers one of the greatest opportunities 
to showcase new products to both existing partners 
and potential customers.

Sections of the show dedicated to overseas tile 
and stone vendors such as the Ceramics of Italy and 

Tile of Spain pavilions, impressed attendees with an array of 
tile products from its renowned manufacturers. 

At the show, 10 outstanding tile and stone projects were 
selected as winners of the Coverings Installation and Design 
(CID) Awards, which honours exceptional design and instal-
lation of tile and stone in the categories of Residential Stone, 
Residential Tile, Commercial Stone and Commercial Tile. 

The 2018 CID winners and special honorees included 
Calgary, Alta.-based Empire Kitchen and Bath in the Com-
mercial Stone Design category for its kitchen and bath design 
showroom project. The Design Grand Prize went to Farr Interi-
ors of Milwaukee, Wisc., for its exclusive residential apartment 
project and the Installation Grand Prize went to Rugo Stone of 
Washington, D.C.

Six honorable mentions were given in two additional 
categories, recognizing international projects and projects 
creatively using tile in public spaces. The grand prize winners 
received $3,000 US, while prize winners in all other categories 

SHOWS

Tile and stone show reflected industry confidence

Coverings 2018

A Canadian installation by 
Empire Kitchen and Bath of 
Calgary was recognized as 
one of 10 outstanding tile  
and stone projects.
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received $2,000 US. In addition, all winners won a free one-
night stay in Atlanta to attend the Coverings 2018 show.

The winners of its 2018 Best Booth Awards is a pro-
gram that recognizes the standout booths based on their 
design, creativity, display of product, use of space and over-
all presentation. This year, judges selected five to win the 
coveted honour. 

The Overall Best in Show honour was presented to 
Florim Ceramiche of Fiorano Modenese, Italy, which earned 
praise for its distinctive design and use of space. The “Best 
Ambiance” honour went to Woodbridge, Ont.-based Anato-
lia Tile and Stone. The booth blended a wide range of mate-
rials that ties the space together with integrated lighting to 
create a welcoming atmosphere. 

Sassuolo, Italy-based Ornamenta was honored for 
best “Open Concept,” as the booth exterior featured open 
sides, allowing visitors view the tile products from multiple 
angles. The best “Use of Storytelling” award went to Fiandre 
of Castellarano, Italy, as the booth showed how its product 
translates throughout a fitness space from the lockers, to 
the showers, to the workout area. 

Coverings 2019 will be held April 9-12  
in Orlando, Florida. 

Coverings ‘18 tile and stone 
show hosted a strong 
contingent of delegates, 
ready to buy and learn.

Anatolia Tile and Stone of 
Woodbridge, Ont., was a 
best booth winner.

Education, including live demonstrations, 
drew interested crowds.
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WHEN I FIRST RECEIVED an open invitation at a trade show  
18 months ago to visit Mapei facilities in Milan, Italy, if I was “in 
the neighbourhood,” the chance seemed remote at the time.  
There was also an added sweetener: the corporation owns U.S.  
Sassuolo, a top-flight (Serie A) soccer team in Italy and I’d be  

invited to sit in the owner’s box for a home game if the 
timing was right.

As luck would have it, this spring I got to meet 
the c.e.o. and industrial chemist, Dr. Giorgio Squinzi, 
and his wife, Dr. Adriana Spazzoli, corporate operation-
al marketing and communication director, at their Mi-
lan corporate headquarters — the day after a Sunday 
home game. 

With revenues that exceed €2 billion, Mapei is a going con-
cern as a chemical company in global surface materials, adhesives 
and sealants markets. For Squinzi, however, Canada has a soft spot 
in his heart as the market where Mapei first opened an overseas 
manufacturing facility in 1978. Located in Laval, Que., the manu-
facturing plant is now also an R&D Centre of Excellence for Con-
crete Restoration Systems, one of 18 R&D centres worldwide. “Now 
we have 20 manufacturing plants in North America — 15 as Mapei 
operations and five as Polyglass USA (a subsidiary),” says Squinzi. 

Mapei has grown partly through some acquisitions, but 
“mostly through internal growth,” says Squinzi, investing $100 mil-
lion US corporate-wide over the last 12 months. The commitment 
to Canada hasn’t stopped, he said. “We have a Toronto (Brampton) 

Factory and field: Mapei meets goals
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Greenwashing occurs when a 
company represents their product 
as environmentally better than it 
really is – this can include falsely 
declaring where the product is 
made, the conditions under which 
the product is created including the 
use of “clean” recycled materials or 
“dirty” mixed recycled materials.  It 
also includes stating something is 
Phthalate, Phenol and Heavy Metal 
Free without the documentation to 
prove this.

In North America there are 
only 4 companies that distribute 
LVT – luxury vinyl tile that have 
received Environmental Product 
Declarations (EPD) and Health 
Product Declarations (HPD).  Many 
flooring manufacturers carry Floor 
Score however achieving FloorScore 
is similar to passing kindergarten 
– virtually everybody makes it 
through!  Leadership in Energy and 
Environment Design LEED v4 now 

requires EPD’s maintaining their 
consistently stringent standards.  

To receive an EPD a company 
must follow a Product Category 
Rule and complete a life cycle 
assessment(LCA) which discloses 
raw materials used in production 
to the final disposal of the product 
after use.  Those conducting the 
Product Category Rule must follow 
the guidelines of ISO 14040, 14025, 
or 21930 and for the LCA they are 
governed by ISO 14040 and 14044.  
In addition, extensive human and 
financial resources are required 
over the average 12 month cycle it 
takes to complete the declaration by 
providing documentation to factory 
audits.  Separate EPD’s are also 
required for each product produced 
in each factory.

The Health Product Declaration 
(HPD) is almost synonymous with a 
food label which outlines what is in 

the food we are consuming.  They 
build on the EPD by disclosing the 
chemicals and hazards associated 
with the chemicals that are in the 
products produced.  The new LEED 
v4 asks for products with 1000 ppm 
of residuals and hazards in their 
products.  Some companies disclose 
as low as 100 ppm which is the most 
stringent in the industry.

So next time you think you might be 
getting “greenwashed” ask for the 
documentation to ensure you are 
getting the cleanest products available 
– your LEED v4 EPD and HPDs!

HAVE YOU BEEN “GREENWASHED?”

DISTRIBUTED BY BAY RESOURCE GROUP INC — A PROUD CANADIAN FAMILY BUSINESS
www.harbingerfl oors.com  |  www.dinofl ex.com
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plant now, strengthened the Vancouver location over the last five 
years and are planning new investments at the Laval location,” adds 
Squinzi. “We’re dominating the market share there in Canada.”

Adjacent Mapei’s corporate headquarters I’m taken to a 
training and demonstration centre called Mapei World: Milan 
City. The facility provides a venue for architects and designers 
to view demonstrations of the latest products from Mapei and 
to consult with resident architectural specialists. I’m told — and 
shown — that the company has such a broad product offering 
that it needs the centre to demonstrate how it can fit in at differ-
ent stages of a design project.

After this tour, I’m whisked off in an all-electric BMW i3  
by a private driver to the company’s Robbiano di Mediglia  

manufacturing plant at the outskirts of Milan. 
Mapei invested €1,200,000 for improvements to the 

Mediglia production site in 2016 so there is evidence of that as 
the company brings more capabilities to market. My tour guide 
here is plant manager Dr. Edoardo Bornatici, pictured at left, 
who tells me the “dry,” cementitious products made there such 
as the Topcem and Mapefill brands, are also produced in facili-
ties around Europe closer to the raw materials at hand. He calls 
it a “500 km strategy” — as the geographical demand increases, 
plants can serve their local markets more efficiently. Certainly, 
on the upswing at the Mediglia plant is the building producing 
“wet” products such as Mapeflex PU 45, Ultrabond Turf,  
Keralastic T and Keracolor GG.

Even though the plant was built in 1975, improving  
production efficiency is the main objective, Bornatici says, so 
equipment and structures are continually being enhanced. In 
2011 alone, more than 600,000 tonnes of products for the build-
ing industry left the facility, a number that keeps rising. Today, 
from all Mapei facilities globally, it ships over 21,000 tonnes daily.

As a v.i.p. at the soccer game 150 km south of Milan in — what 
else — Mapei Stadium, I’m invited out to the grass playing  
surface prior to players emerging from the tunnel. Leading up to 
the pitch, however, is not grass but Mapei’s own Turf product.

Sassuolo defeats Sampdoria 1-0 on the day and secures its 
place in Serie A for the next season, avoiding relegation. There is 
much to celebrate with my gracious hosts. 
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Leading the Industry  
in R&D and Field Testing

USA / CAN 1(800) 363-1962
sales@primatech.ca

www.primatech.ca

PNEUMATIC, 18GA  
the  EDGE nailer

900A

the EDGE is the perfect tool for hallways, 
closets, end walls, railings, radius, cabinets,  
stair casings, jambs and trim, custom floors 
fixtures, appliances and much more.

Speed, Comfort and Precision  
with Primatech Tools.

Save up to 50%  
of the finishing process  

on every job.

Developed with the “end-wall reach” in mind  
the EDGE nailer will save you up to 50% of  
the finishing process on every job.

Spend less time on your knees, create a neater job-site, 
reduce installation time and minimize future call backs. 

Floor boards racked to the end-wall. the EDGE  
is designed to nail up to the last full board with  
maximum holding power and efficiency.  
Combined with 18ga Edge nails this system  
is designed for most 1/2 to 3/4’’ solid and  
engineered boards with a hard core. 
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INSTALLATION

are a few common ones. 

Q: Is there anything better than stan-
dard urethane adhesive for wood 
floors? 
A: I recently attended a seminar on wood 
floor adhesive and was interested to 
learn about some new technology. The 
urethane adhesive that has been the 
standard for glue-down wood floors (and 
some rubber floors too, as we will discuss 
later) is still extremely popular and works 
well. The advantages are familiarity by 
many installers, and great bond strength 

for most applications. The drawback is that if the adhesive 
gets on the surface of the flooring, it can be difficult to 
completely remove when wet and impossible to remove 
once cured. The other main disadvantage is that it is very 
thick and hard to spread. New technology in adhesive for 
wood flooring includes products that are easier to spread 
and clean up, and some that have built-in acoustic insu-
lation characteristics that avoid the need for a separate 
underlayment. There are also products that have very high 
resistance to concrete moisture issues and don’t even re-
quire that you test the concrete. That last one is a pretty 
big deal, considering how much fast track construction is 
going on that require floors to be installed long before the 
concrete is fully dried. 
 
Q: Do I really have to use the manufacturer-label 
adhesive or can I use something less expensive?  
Will it work just as well? 
A: Prior to 1992 I was the guy asking that question quite 
often during the years that I worked in my family’s 
retail floor covering store. I especially remember in 
the 1980s when the first “solvent-free” adhesives were 
coming out and I really wanted to try some of them for 
environmental reasons. I worried about warranty issues, 
had a good conversation with my distributor rep at the 
time and started using these adhesives under certain 
flooring products. He assured me that the risk is low 
and the adhesive manufacturer would back it up. We 
had good success with the adhesives we used for VCT 

and carpet, and the rest is history, you could say, as the industry is 
virtually all solvent-free now.

Since then, I have been on the manufacturer side both in 
sales and support, and those questions continue to come up when 
someone wants to save money or is in a jam because they don’t 
have enough adhesive to finish the job. I have several thoughts on 

Adhesive selection is 
critical. In this photo, 
VCT adhesive was 
used under vinyl-
back LVT, leading to 
curling tile.

the subject. Having worked in technical support for manufacturers 
of resilient floor coverings, I’ve seen firsthand the research that goes 
into a lot of manufacturer-branded adhesives. The first priorities we 
always had when researching new ones was that it would work well 
with the floor covering product, be easy for the installer to use and 
give the flooring manufacturer the level of confidence so they 
could offer a warranty. From the sales side, adhesives are obviously 
a profit centre for the flooring manufacturer, but they also give the 
best assurance of a successful installation for everyone.

All that said, I almost always recommend the manufacturer’s 
adhesive. The cost savings to switch on most jobs is not enough 
to make a big difference, and I’d bet the customer would not mind 
paying a bit more for the extra assurance that the floor covering 
and the adhesive are from a single source with a warranty. Howev-
er, I understand that any type of cost savings on large projects can 
be the difference between being awarded the job or not. Some-
times you can negotiate with the flooring manufacturer to reduce 
their adhesive price on large orders. Otherwise, if you look for alter-
nates, there are several things to keep in mind. Common wisdom 
is that for more “generic” installations like “action-back” carpet, vinyl 
composition tile, and vinyl plank or other so-called “LVT”, a good 
quality adhesive by a reliable manufacturer specifically recom-
mend for the floor covering you are installing is a safe bet. 

With regard to “specialty” resilient floor coverings on the mar-
ket, such as most sheet vinyls, “PVC-Free” tile and plank and rubber, I 
would never risk a switch. These high cost products often have spe-
cial adhesive requirements. The same holds true for certain carpets, 
as has been the case my whole career. Carpets with specialized 
backings that offer warranties for tuft bind and wear require a spe-
cific adhesive, part of the installation system and thus the warranty. 

Christopher
Capobianco

Having been in floor covering for 40 years now, I’ve asked my 
share of questions about adhesives and in the last 26 years on the 
wholesale side, have also been asked a lot of those questions. Here 

More options than ever, but same rules apply 

Adhesive Q&A
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Q: With all the vinyl floors out there today,  
how can I simplify my adhesive inventory? 
A: As far as vinyls, I said earlier that I’m not as worried about prod-
ucts like VCT and most LVT from an adhesive point of view so it’s 
possible to keep one adhesive in stock for each of these product 
categories. Use something good quality that’s specifically recom-
mended for the floor covering you are installing. However, there 
are three important points to add.

One, VCT adhesive is NOT recommended on vinyl back 
products like LVT so don’t make that mistake. It may stick initially 
but over the long term, probably not.

Two, there are a lot of large-format vinyl-tile products on 
the market today and those worry me when it comes to possible 
shrinkage. Vinyl tends to expand and contract slightly with tem-
perature swings, so a firm setting adhesive is important.

Three, adhesive open time is not the same for all products. 
VCT adhesives are pressure sensitive; they can be allowed to 
completely dry to the touch and “tack up.” This allows the installer 
to spread large areas of adhesive at once and work on top of the 

Open time and drying 
time for adhesive need to 
be followed for success. In 
this case, traffic on newly 
installed sheet vinyl left 
permanent indentations in 
the floor due to adhesive 
displacement.

flooring right after it is set into adhesive. However, LVT and sheet 
vinyl adhesives may not always be used in this same way. The 
strongest bond is with adhesive slightly wet at the time flooring is 
set. These adhesives are not allowed to completely dry. When 
ready, a touch to the adhesive will show the lines from the trowel 
ridges. Another option with products like homogeneous solid 
vinyl is a “wet set” installation. This takes a lot more time and the 
installer can’t work on top of the floor. 

 
Q: What do you recommend for rubber floors? 
A: Rubber flooring may be the category with more different ad-
hesive options than any other, from standard acrylic to a two-part 
epoxy and even pressure sensitive “releasable” in some cases.

There are many different types of material in the rubber cat-
egory, so adhesive selection is very product-specific.

Traditional rubber is installed in most applications with a 
single-part adhesive that’s similar in its use to other resilient adhe-
sives, but not the same chemically. Floors subjected to very high 
traffic, rolling loads, or topical moisture might be installed with a 
reactive such as a two-part epoxy or polyurethane. Make sure you 
know which of these two options is right for the job, as the cost of 
adhesive and labor is very different for these two options.

“Recycled” rubber (also known as “crumb” or “composition” 
rubber) is used in a lot of fitness applications, typically as 8 mm 
thick rolls or tile with large percentage of black recycled rubber 
content. Thinner versions of recycled rubber and rubber-cork prod-

ucts generally have a higher colour content that are typically 3.2 to 
4 mm thick and are used for a variety of commercial applications. 
All of these products are usually installed with one-part urethane 
adhesive. This is the same type of adhesive that is used to install 
wood flooring. An adhesive expert once told me that the recycled 
content in these products presents somewhat of an unknown, so 
urethane adhesives are preferred because of their superb bond 
strength to rubber over most substrates. I have worked with a lot 
of this type of flooring over the last 11 years, and as more recy-
cled rubber products have hit the market, the variety of adhesive 
choices has also grown. I find installers often have a preference for 
one particular brand of urethane or another. Urethane is “thick” by 
nature and installers tell me some are easier to spread than others.

Besides the “recycled” category, there is 6 to 12 mm thick rub-
ber sport flooring that’s used in applications like basketball or vol-
leyball courts, weight rooms and even home gyms. These products 
take a lot of time to install, as they usually require two-part reactive 
adhesive such as epoxy, and the seams need to be “bricked” after 
the material is set into adhesive. This process requires that bricks be 
placed on top of the seams after the material is laid, to assure that 
the rubber flooring is firmly set into adhesive while it cures. Just 
rolling the floor is not enough, because these products can have a 
slight edge curl and reactive adhesives don’t have any “grab.” 
 
Q: What’s the difference in thinset mortars for tile installation? 
A: While I am not as well versed on tile as resilient floors, I’ve been 
working with tile more and more over the past six years, mostly 
for commercial use. In high traffic commercial spaces, I’d always 
recommend paying a little extra for the “premium” thinset. Re-
pairing or replacing a tile floor is a big job, so why take chances? 
Another situation is that some “specialty” tile and stone products 
may require a specific setting product. I learned this firsthand on 
an epoxy terrazzo tile project. A standard thinset doesn’t have 
the bond strength for this type of material because the tile is very 
non-porous. When you work with a tile or stone material you’re 
unfamiliar with, ask questions of the tile supplier or contact the 
Tile Council of North America (TCNA) for guidance.

Finally, a couple of points I mention over and over. First, 
when it comes to trowels, Size Matters! Failures due to the 
wrong amount of adhesive (too much or too little) continue to 
be a major issue. The trowel is not just an application device, it’s 
also a measuring device! Second, roll the floor! Most adhesives 
require the use of a roller after the floor is installed, to be sure 
the floor covering is firmly set. You can bet that if a floor goes 
bad and a professional inspector comes to look at it, he or she 
will be looking at the trowel notch pattern to see if the right 
trowel was used and see if the floor was rolled. 

Christopher Capobianco has been in the floor covering industry 
since the 1970s in various roles including retail and commercial 
sales, technical support, consulting, journalism, education and 
volunteer work. He currently is part of the sales team for  
Spartan Surfaces in New York City. You can reach him via 
christopher@SpartanSurfaces.com.



CFCRA

wood and Laminate Installation. We certified 40 regis-
trants and the feedback received for 
the classes was generally very good.

These classes would not have 
been possible without the unbeliev-
able support we received from Kraus 
Floors, Torlys and Congoleum. There 
are no words to express the gratitude 
we have for these manufacturers for 
their support. I also admire the spirit 
that Torlys and Kraus have towards 
promoting the program and to make 
having certified flooring installers a 
priority.

There was some negative feedback about how 
the classes and exams include some information that 
is not relevant in Canada. Specifically the information 
on health and safety and the environment were quot-
ing the Occupational Safety and Health Administra-
tion (OSHA) and the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA), neither of which have any authority in Canada.

The CFCRA will change the classes to accom-
modate for Canadian law. We reached out to the 
National Floor Covering Association (NFCA) in meet-
ings we had already arranged with them, to see if we 
might be able to quote their technical manuals for 
this information. It appears what we need does not 
exist in the manual at this time.

The meetings we had with the NFCA were interesting 
but unfortunately not as productive as we wished they 
could have been. In case you are not aware, the newly 
revitalized NFCA has been very active in trying to up-
date their technical manual in co-operation with many 
of the largest flooring manufacturers. They have been 
very active in creating a quality assurance program for 
commercial floor covering specifiers such as architects 
and designers. They are making progress. But is this 
progress too slow?? I tend to think so.

The opportunities that allow for the ability to reach the 
necessary audience is very limited in Canada. The biggest show 
is The Buildings Show, held at the end of November every year in 
Toronto and incorporates Construct Canada, PM Expo, Concrete 
Canada and IIDEX. We had hoped to put together a program to 
present at the Buildings Show but time was just too tight.

I think it’s time that the CFCRA, the NFCA and all the prov-
incial trade associations start to work together for one common 
cause, to be a voice for the manufacturers, distributors, retailers, 
installers and maintenance personnel in our industry. We need 
to sit down — all of us — and discuss what we can all do to-
wards making available the information required on how floor-
ing products perform, how they should be installed and how to 
maintain them.

Lets face it, it’s not unusual for a professional company in 
Canada to install flooring on substrates that have not been pre-
pared to receive the flooring about to be installed. I see flooring 
installed incorrectly all the time, and I far too often see a com-
plete lack of knowledge on how to maintain these soft and hard 
surface flooring products. These issues are ultimately blamed 
on the manufacturer. Maybe the manufacturers can help all the 
trade associations to get together with a common cause. There 
must be an answer here. I know TTMAC seems to be doing a 
good job with the marble and ceramic floor industry.

I am looking for ideas or maybe some people who have 
the full circle of contacts that may be able to set up a meet-
ing where we can start a dialogue. It is important to all of us. 
Because let’s face it, it may be the manufacturer who gets the 
blame, but it’s the people who are buying the floors that are 
paying the price with products that do not perform or last for 
as long as they should.

On a quick note: The CFCRA will be holding a carpet re-
pair and reinstallation class in July. Please contact us at info@
cfcra.ca for more information. We will be holding a Woolsafe 
class, as well as more CFI classes this fall. Watch our calendar on 
the website for more information. 

The Canadian Flooring Cleaning and Restoration Association 
(CFCRA) was preceded by the Flooring Institute of Ontario (FIO), 
a not-for-profit organization which proudly served the needs of 
flooring industry professionals in Ontario since 1962. www.cfcra.ca

The CFCRA recently held the first International Certified Floor-
ing Installer Association  (CFI) classes in Canada in April. We held 
three classes: Carpet Installation, Resilient Installation and Hard-

Lee Senter,  
CFCRA President
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Industry associations need to work together

Cooperation = effectiveness 
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PRODUCTS

Electronic earplugs

Workers that are exposed to sudden loud 
impacts or sustained loud sounds, but 
also want to hear naturally when sound 
levels are safe, can protect themselves 
from hearing loss and tinnitus with HD•15 
electronic earplugs from Etymotic. The 
electronic earplugs allow safe sounds to 
pass through, as though nothing is in the 
ears, yet instantaneously react to reduce 
loud sounds and protect hearing, the 
company says. 
www.etymotic.com

Leather, slate tone ceramic tile
 

Ariana has announced Worn and Mineral 
collections based on stylistic and material 
research aimed at expanding the 
potential for use of ceramic tile. The Worn 
collection is said to offer a soft, pleasant 
feel of leather reproduced in ceramic to 
create an original and versatile surface. 
The collection’s four colours soften the 
boldest shades of leather and recall the 
industrial tones of contemporary mood 
boards, the company says. In the minimal-
ist Mineral collection, it adds, the 
company explores the world of slate, 
maintaining the strength and consistency 
of the original stone while using three-

dimensional effects to simulate the 
material’s natural unevenness on the 
otherwise smooth ceramic surface. 
Suitable for projects in both residential 
and commercial settings, the Mineral 
collection comes in a range of sizes from 
120 x 240 cm down to the smallest 10 x 
30 cm “brick” size. 
www.ariana.it 

Quartz collection 
 

The Boutique Collection line from 
HanStone Quartz is said to vary from soft 
whites to subtle grey tones with long 
wispy veins and movement. The quartz 
collection is the first to be created on the 
company’s second production line 
featuring Breton Technology. Using 
robotic arms, the new equipment is able 
to create effects that closely mimic the 
appearance of natural stone. Nonporous, 
resistant to heat, stains and scratches, the 
designs are suitable for both residential 
and commercial applications. 
www.hanstonequartz.com

Tile kit waterproofs walls
 

The Schluter-Kerdi-Board Kit from 
Schluter Systems includes materials 
needed to build waterproof walls for a 
standard tub surround or an acrylic 
shower base. Presented in a package 
that can easily fit into most vehicles, the 
company says, the kit prevents damag-
ing leaks and mold growth due to 
moisture penetration. The kit includes 
eight pieces of ½ in.-thick Kerdi-Board 
waterproof building panels that can be 
screwed directly onto wall studs. The 
panels are 48 x 38 in. and can be cut 
with a utility knife to fit wall areas up to 
101 sq. ft. The kit includes a 5 in. wide 
strip of Kerdi-Band waterproof mem-
brane that can be cut and then installed 
using thin-set mortar to seal these 
areas. Tiles are then set directly onto the 
Kerdi-Board with thin-set mortar.
www.schluter.com 

CANLAK.COM  |   CANLAK                  

UV CURED SYSTEMS

These products are custom-made and specifically 
designed for the Wood Flooring Industry.

HIGH QUALITY 
INDUSTRIAL 
WOOD COATINGS

DARE TO TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

ASK FOR A SAMPLE : SAMPLE@CANLAK.COM
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Botanical pattern tile and broadloom 
 

Patcraft has introduced a product for 
high-performance commercial flooring 
environments called Estrato. Inspired by 
the beauty of abstract botanicals, the 
company says, the scale and movement 
within the product’s pattern creates a 
sophisticated flooring visual. Offered in 
coordinating carpet tile and broadloom, 
the product’s colourways provide 
versatile options for design flexibility, it 
adds. Constructed with Eco Solution Q 
and EcoWorx backing, the products are 
backed with lifetime warranties against 
stain, colourfastness to light, static and 
abrasive wear. 
www.patcraft.com

Ceramic floor tiles 
echo wood and concrete

 

ABK has introduced its LAB325 and Nest 
collections. LAB325 illustrates the varied 
aesthetics of concrete in the three 
different surfaces — Base, Form and 
Metal — as part of a contemporary 
stylistic moodboard, the company says. 
The name of the product links the 
number 325, the code for the cement 
powder widely used to make concrete, it 
says, with the concept of a laboratory as a 

melting pot of ideas and creative 
experimentation. Nest is inspired by the 
aesthetics of reclaimed wood, where the 
graphics reveal many details and a 
three-dimensional effect, while reproduc-
ing the material’s varied tones and 
colours, cracks and even holes caused by 
woodworm. 
www.abk.it

Luxury vinyl sheet mimics tile 
 

Revive Tapestry luxury vinyl sheet from 
Mannington is said to show how 
attention-getting a bold, graphic pattern 
can be when repeated across a large 
surface such as the floor. The LVS offers a 
decorative pattern that combines colour 
with symmetry. The continuous, all-over 
design features structural ornamental 
elements and floral accents that are also 
said to create a colourful backdrop 
suitable for a wide range of interior 
settings. The scratch-resistant LVS has a 
repeat length of 36 in. and a repeat width 
of 36 in. The wear layer is low gloss 
urethane and flooring thickness is 130 
mil. Installation type can be permanent 
bond, releasable bond or loose lay, while 
installation location can be on, above or 
below grade.
www.mannington.com 

Antiqued ceramic marble 
 The fineness of antiqued marble, noble 
and precious, reinterpreted according to 
the needs of contemporary architecture, 
is said to be found in Magistra by 
Serenissima, a brand of Gruppo Romani. 
The porcelain stoneware collection is said 
to provide an interesting selection of 

sizes, colours and surface finishes. The Lux 
version is available in every marble 
variants up to 80 x 180 cm sheets.
www.grupporomanispa.com/it/

Large format tile and 
uncoupling membrane mortar
 The Ardex S 28 Microtec rapid-set, 
rapid-dry, super-format tile and uncoupling 

membrane mortar from Ardex Americas 
is a microfibre-reinforced, polymer-modi-
fied tile and stone product for interior 
installations. The mortar is said to be 
highly flexible with virtually no shrinkage 
and has an extended open time, making 
it suitable for large and super-format tile 
and stone installations. Due to its 
semi-pourable consistency, the product 
benefits from use with Ardex Flexbone 
uncoupling membranes and other 
approved uncoupling membranes. The 
mortar is also suitable for moisture-sensi-
tive tile and stone such as green and light 
marbles.
www.ardexamericas.com

Epoxy setting floor and wall mortar
 Kerapoxy 410 from Mapei bonds to 
urethane/epoxy mesh backings, exterior 
walls and other applications. Solvent-free, 
100 percent-solids, the epoxy setting 
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floor and wall mortar is suited for areas 
where the most chemical-resistant setting 
material is necessary. The product has 
high compressive strength, which is said 
to provide excellent impact strength in 
commercial facilities. It is also designed 
for setting most types of tile and stone, 
including moisture-sensitive stone and 
exceeds ANSI A118.3.
www.mapei.com

Water-resistant laminate planks 
 

HydraPlanks from Beaulieu Canada are 
laminate products engineered to facilitate 
household chores, buying extra time to 
clean up wet messes. Innovative sealed 
edges are said to prevent water absorp-
tion, keeping it on the surface. Features 
include: up to 72 hours of spill protection; 
installation up to 40 linear feet without 
transition moldings; advanced 5G Välinge 
locking system to prevent end gapping; 
easy installation; can be installed in every 
room of a home and on walls; pet stain 
resistance; hides subfloor imperfections, 
even when installed over existing 
flooring; and, a durable, scratch-resistant 
wear layer.
www.beaulieucanada.com

Thick mortar for 
commercial and industrial use
 Thick Bed Bedding Mortar from Custom 
Building Products is suitable for ceramic 
and natural stone tiles. The pre-blended 
underlayment specifically designed to 
float a mortar bed for ceramic and natural 

stone tile is said to be easy to mix and use, 
eliminating the need for site mixing of 
sand and cement. The mortar’s 3:1 mix 
ratio provides a high-strength surface for 
tiling commercial and industrial installa-
tions, the company says. 

Suitable substrates include: interior or 
exterior floors; concrete, masonry; 
gypsum wallboard (interior dry areas); 
and exterior grade plywood (interior 
dry areas).
www.custombuildingproducts.com

Luxury vinyl flooring 
 Natural Creations from Armstrong 
Flooring was designed to address 
commercial interior performance 

needs and design trends. The collection is 
available in an array of modular shapes, 
sizes and patterns. Three collections, 
ArborArt, EarthCuts and Mystix, are 
inspired by the natural beauty of wood, as 
well as the colors and organic variations 
of stone and the distinctive woven-like 
appearance of textiles, the company says. 
The collection features patent-pending 
Diamond 10 Technology that uses 
cultured diamonds to provide what is said 
to be the highest scratch, stain and scuff 
resistance in the industry.
www.armstrongflooring.com

Utility knives for professionals
A line of Pro Utility Knives in the hard-
ware category has been introduced by 
Fiskars. Designed for professionals, the 
knives feature a CarbonMax coating 

said to keep the blade sharp 24 times 
longer than competitive blades. 
Accidental blade release is prevented 
by an improved locking system, audio 
and visual locking cues, and smarter 
button placement, the company says. 
Tabs also ensure the blade won’t pull 
out when twisted, it adds. Multiple grips 
are also said to provide comfort 
regardless of position. Units have a 
full-body metal construction and 
reinforced ends to resist pounding and 
drops up to 15 feet.
www.fiskars.ca 

NOW 
OFFERING 

JOBS
TO

EXCEPTIONAL INDIVIDUALS

We are growing and in need of 
experienced flooring 

professionals who are willing to 
join our team in either Ottawa 

or Kingston.

Want To Know More?
www.westboroflooring.com

careers@westboroflooring.com
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 The value of building permits issued by Canadian munici-
palities were $7.8 billion in April, a year-over-year the in-
crease of 6.5 percent. —Statistics Canada

 Investment in residential construction increased by 8.0 per-
cent to $30.5 billion in the first quarter of 2018 compared 
with the same quarter in 2017. —Statistics Canada

 U.S. private residential construction expenditures increased 
by 7.9 percent to $1.637 trillion US in the first quarter of 
2018 compared to the same quarter in 2017.  
—U.S. Census Bureau

 Expressed at an annualized rate, real GDP in Canada was up 
1.3 percent in the first quarter. In comparison, real GDP in 
the U.S. grew 2.2 percent.  
—Statistics Canada, U.S. Bureau of Census

 At 56.2 in May, up from 55.5 in April, the headline season-
ally adjusted IHS Markit Canada Manufacturing Purchasing 
Managers’ Index (PMI) pointed to the strongest overall im-
provement in business conditions since April 2011.  
—IHS Markit

 The IHS Markit U.S. Manufacturing PMI registered 56.4 
in May, down fractionally from 56.5 in April. The reading 
marked the second strongest improvement in the health of 
the sector since September 2014. —IHS Markit

 In 2017, Canadian ceramic tile consumption was 463.6 mil-
lion sq. ft., its highest point since 2010. —TCNA

 The U.S. Census Bureau and the U.S. Bureau of Economic 
Analysis announced today that the goods and services defi-
cit was $46.2 billion in April, down $1.0 billion from $47.2 
billion in March. —U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

 The cost of a latte or cappuccino in one of Copenhagen’s 
cafes would set a customer back $6.24 US. That’s twice the 
cost of a cup of coffee in New York where prices average 
$3.12 US. In Lagos, Nigeria, prices average a mere $0.62 US. 
—Statista

 The U.S. unemployment rate declined from 4.1 percent in 
March to 3.9 percent in April. Similar to the previous month, 
employment in manufacturing increased.  
—U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

 According to the newest Prices & Earnings report by Swiss 
Bank UBS, salaries go furthest in the largest city on the U.S. 
West Coast. Los Angeles boasts the world’s best buying 
power for the average worker’s salary, with L.A. residents 
now able to afford 23.9 percent more than New Yorkers, 
while Torontonians only 1.5 percent more. The report com-
pares 128 prices for goods and services and considers earn-
ings in 15 jobs across all sectors in 77 cities worldwide.  
—Statista

 The quarterly survey of Acimall, the Italian woodworking 
machinery member industry association reports a 19.2 per-
cent growth compared to the first three months of 2017. 
Export remains the key driver (up by 22.1 percent from the 
first quarter of last year), while the domestic market in-
creased by only 3.7 percent. —Acimall

 Canada’s goods trade deficit in May narrowed by about half 
to reach $1.9 billion, from $3.9 billion in April. Imports fell 
2.5 percent in the month. —TD Economics

 April extended the string to seven straight months that U.S. 
architecture firms have reported gains in design billings, as 
the Architecture Billings Index score of 52.0 was a slight im-
provement over the 51.0 reading for March. —AIA

 Building permits issue in April totaled 1.352 million in the 
U.S., up 7.7 percent over the same period last year.   
—U.S. Census Bureau

 The rate of job vacancies maintained last quarter’s record 
high of 3 per cent, with about 407,000 private sector jobs 
remaining unfilled for at least four months, according to 
the Canadian Federation of Independent Business. The ob-
served job vacancy rate is up from the 2.6 per cent rate ob-
served in the first quarter of 2017. —CFIB

 Imports of assembled flooring panels to the U.S. (engi-
neered and laminate) declined for the third consecutive 
month in March. Imports from China fell by half in March. 
Vietnam has become a major source of assembled flooring 
panels with over $500,000 US worth of flooring shipped to 
the U.S. in March. —ITTO 
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ADVERTISERSEVENTS

September 20 – 23 
Interior Design Show
Vancouver, B.C. 
http://interiordesignshow.com/

September 24 – 28 
Cersaie
Bologna, Italy 
www.cersaie.it

November 28 – 30 
The Buildings Show/Stonex Canada 
Toronto, Ont. 
www.thebuildingsshow.com

January 11 – 14, 2019 
Domotex
Hanover, Germany 
www.domotex.de/en

January 14 – 20 
Imm Cologne
Cologne, Germany 
www.imm-cologne.com

January 17 – 20
Interior Design Show
Toronto, Ont. 
http://interiordesignshow.com/

January 22 – 25 
The International Surfaces Event
Las Vegas, Nev. 
www.intlsurfaceevent.com

February 28 – March 2 
Domotex USA
Atlanta, Ga. 
www.domotexusa.com/

March 26 – 28 
Domotex Asia CHINAFloor
Shanghai, China 
www.domotexasiachinafloor.com

April 9 – 12
Coverings
Orlando, Fla. 
www.coverings.com 
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WHEN TRAVELERS ARE ENCAMPED at hotel near an airport for 
a night or two, the temptation to hop in a cab for more pleasing 
surroundings looms large. The Winnipeg Hilton Airport Suites 

THEN-AND-NOW

even without an underlay it is quieter than the tile is. The tile just 
echoes the sound in the space.”

According to Rea, she was hired to give the spaces a more 
contemporary and upscale look on a minimal budget. “The 
biggest challenge that we had was to reuse the existing vanity 
counters and the restaurant tables,” she says. “All of those were 
made out of a gold-coloured granite that was really dated.”

The challenge was met by adding other gold tones in 
more contemporary materials. “We used the gold as an accent 
colour with a background of contrasting neutrals,” she said.

The main part of the project for Rea was in the bar area 
of the restaurant. “The renovation tripled the size of the bar. 
We had these custom designed and made bar stools that had a 
gold-toned upholstery on them with a button tufting.”

The local workers here are really happy because the func-
tion of the restaurant is greatly improved, according to Rea. “Be-
fore there was a central kind of a service area that was a room. 
Now the bar is open to the entire restaurant. The staff can moni-
tor everything. 

“The Airport Hilton management are happy with the look 
of it. I spoke to the general manager in Winnipeg and he said 
they had positive reviews.” 

The finished Then-and-Now project is featured on each issue’s cover. 
Please submit project suggestions to news@wimediainc.ca.

hotel wanted to provide just such a positive environ-
ment when it enlisted Susan Rea, principal at Susan 
Rea Interior Design of Winnipeg, Man.

The 3,660 square foot restaurant and lounge, as 
well as guest suite washrooms were tasked to Rea as 
part of a renovation project at the location. “They had 
updated the rooms maybe three or four years ago,” 
says Rea, “but they hadn’t done the washrooms. We 
used all the same tile for the walls and for the floors.

“The millwork changed a little bit depending on 
the floor plan.”

Porcelain tile in two or three different variations 
were employed by Rea. “A couple of different ones on 
the walls and around the showers and bathtub areas. 
Then we had another one on the floors.”

A different style of ceramic tile was chosen for 
the restaurant floors. “That was one of their standards,” 
says Rea, referring to the Hilton chain of hotels. “I really 
wanted them to go with the vinyl plank, but they really 
wanted to stick with ceramic tile. I wasn’t thrilled about 
that because I was worried about the noise factor and 
the hardness of it.  “The vinyl is easier to walk on and 

Before renovation, guests  
navigated a cramped bar  
and dated surfaces.

Airport watering hole goes for gold

Standards meet style
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nationwide.
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NEW

WATER - R E S I S TANT

LAM I NAT E

HydraPlanks is part of a new era of 
laminate products. It was engineered 
to facilitate your household chores, 
buying you extra time to clean up 
your wet messes. 

Its innovative sealed edges prevent 
water absorption, keeping it on the 
surface for up to 72 hours. 

No need for tough luck with Beaulieu 
Canada’s water-resistant laminate.

ORDER YOUR SAMPLES TODAY!

Visit beaulieucanada.com to find 
out more about Riviera, our new 
water-resistant collection.


